
• Natural Gas is colorless, odorless and lighter than air. 

• Natural Gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel.  

• Natural Gas is composed primarily of Methane. 

• A sharp blue flame indicates a complete gas/oxygen  mixture during          
combustion.  

• Carbon dioxide and water vapor are the main products  released when     
Natural Gas is burned.  

NATURAL GAS FACTS: 

 A damaged connection to gas appliance. 

 Dirt or water being blown into the air. 

 Dead or dying vegetation (in an otherwise moist 
area)  over or near pipeline areas. 

 A fire or explosion near a pipeline. 

 Exposed pipeline after a fire, flood, tornado,  
earthquake or other disaster. 

 An unusual sound, such as hissing, whistling or 
roaring sound near a gas line or appliance. 

 The distinctive odor of  “mercaptan” a              
product added to natural gas to 
give it an odor, usually associated 
with the smell of  rotten eggs. 

 Open all doors and windows if you can 

do so quickly.   

 Don’t turn lights on or off or unplug  

electrical appliances. 

 Don’t smoke or strike any matches. 

 Don’t use telephones, cell phones or 

any electrical equipment that might 

create a spark. 

 

 

 Always leave the premises               

immediately and call 911. 

 Don’t try to locate the gas leak.                     

 Keep everyone away from the area. 

 Evacuate the building or location until 

it is declared safe to return by WBNG. 

 

 

Natural Gas Pipelines will sometimes be 

marked with flags, markers or signs.  

Since pipelines are buried underground, 

the markers are used to indicate the 

pipeline’s approximate location.  The 

signs generally will be located at major 

roadway and railroad crossings and at 

intervals along major roadways.  

Information on the sign includes the 

telephone number for reporting 

emergencies.   Pipeline markers and signs 

are not always placed on top of the 

pipeline.  They cannot be relied upon to 

indicate the exact location of the pipeline 

they mark, the depth of the pipeline or 

the number of pipelines in the vicinity.  

Pipeline markers are important to public 

safety.  It is a federal crime for any 

person to willfully deface, damage, 

remove or destroy any pipeline sign or 

right of way marker required by federal 

law.   

Carbon Monoxide poisoning can occur if a natural gas 

appliance is operated in an enclosed space that has no 

access to fresh air. Improper installation of gas appli-

ances can lead to carbon monoxide build-up.  Always 

use a qualified, licensed  service personnel for installa-

tion or repairs. 

COMMON SYMPTOMS OF CARBON MONOXIDE 

Dull headache                      Weakness 

Confusion              Dizziness 

Nausea           Shortness of breath  

Vomiting               Flu like Symptoms 

Blurred vision         Loss of consciousness 

IMPORTANT MESSAGES ON NATURAL GAS PIPELINE SAFETY: 

Natural Gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel, providing safe and reliable energy to millions of customers through a network of buried  
transmission and distribution pipelines.  At Wheeler Basin Natural Gas Company our main goal is to deliver Natural Gas safely and reliably 
to the many homes, businesses, schools, and industries we serve. We are committed to educating our partners, customers, public officials, 
excavators, emergency responders and the affected public on the importance of Recognizing, Reacting & Responding to any incident 
near a Natural Gas pipeline or involving Natural Gas. The Nation’s pipeline infrastructure is a matter of national security. If you witness 
suspicious activity on a pipeline right-of-way please contact the appropriate authorities as soon as possible or call WBNG  @ 256.974.9023 

Recognize... React... Respond... 

PROPOSED EXCAVATION 

ELECTRIC 

GAS -  OIL - STEAM 

COMMUNICATIONS 

POTABLE WATER 

SEWER 

RECLAIMED WATER 

TEMPORARY SURVEY MARKINGS 

APWA UNIFORM COLOR CODE 

For marking underground utility lines CARBON MONOXIDE SAFETY: 

DAMAGE  PREVENTION: 

STARTS WITH YOU AND... 

Wheeler Basin Natural Gas Company would like to remind you to call Alabama 811 before starting any 

new construction project. By locating and marking underground utilities, you protect yourself as well as 

your utility service.  Unintentional damage to underground facilities during excavation is a significant 

cause of disruption in utility services, as well as other vital service operations.  Accidently breaking a 

natural gas pipe isn’t just an inconvenience, it’s a hazard to you, your neighborhood and your 

community. All site preparation should include excavation & exposure of potential conflicts with all 

Wheeler Basin Natural Gas Company underground facilities. 

24/7 ON CALL... 256.974.9023  
www.wheelerbasin.com 

PIPELINE LOCATION: 



PIPELINE LOCATION INFORMATION: 

Natural Gas Pipelines will sometimes be marked with signs.  

Since pipelines are buried underground, the markers are used to 

indicate the pipeline’s approximate location.  The signs generally 

will be located at major roadway and railroad crossings and at 

intervals along major roadways.  Information on the sign 

includes the telephone number for reporting emergencies.  

Pipeline markers and signs are not always placed on top of the 

pipeline.  Markers indicate the general location of the pipeline 

and cannot be relied upon to indicate the exact location of the 

pipeline, the depth of the pipeline or the number of 

pipelines in the vicinity.  Pipeline markers are 

important to public safety.  

 It is a federal crime for any person to willfully 

deface, damage, remove or destroy any pipeline 

sign or right - of - way marker required by federal 

law.   

ALWAYS PRACTICE SAFE DIGGING… 

Before you plan on any excavation or begin new 

construction take the time to call to have your 

underground utilities located.   A call to   

Alabama 811 protects you as well as your utility 

service.  Alabama 811 is a free service.  Uninten-

tional damage to underground facilities during 

excavation is a significant cause of disruption in 

utility services, as well as other vital service 

operations.  Accidently breaking 

a natural gas pipe isn’t just an 

inconvenience, it’s a hazard to 

you, your neighborhood and your 

community.   

PLEASE READ THE ABOVE INFORMATION CAREFULLY BEFORE ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS BELOW, THEN 

 DETACH AND MAIL THIS SURVEY BACK FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A . 

 

1. Have you received any information regarding pipeline safety in the last year?      YES   NO  NOT SURE 

2. Do you live near a Natural Gas Pipeline?                YES   NO  NOT SURE 

3. Do you know the number to call before any excavation or digging?       YES   NO  NOT SURE 

4. Do you know what to do in the event of a gas leak?            YES   NO  NOT SURE 

5. A product is added to Natural Gas to give it a smell of rotten eggs?       YES   NO  NOT SURE 

6. Carbon Monoxide poisoning can occur if a Natural Gas appliance is  

   installed improperly?                       YES   NO  NOT SURE 

7.  A Natural Gas Leak may be recognized by a hissing/roaring noise, smell of  

      rotten eggs, dead or dying vegetation near a pipeline, water being blown in the air?    YES   NO  NOT SURE 

8. Natural Gas is colorless, odorless and lighter than air?            YES   NO  NOT SURE 

 

Name:___________________________________________Address: ______________________________________________ 

Phone#__________________________________________Email:________________________________________________ 

Return Survey to: Wheeler Basin Natural Gas Company -  3960 CO RD 434 - Moulton, AL 35650  


